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hree goals by Michael Gutierrez provided the 

offensive firepower in the Chicago Magic’s 3-0

win over Campton United Navy in the Under-12 Boys

State Cup title match.

“It is very important for the confidence of our kids to

win State Cup at this age,” Bato Radoncic, Magic

head coach said. “It will get us prepared to play at

the next level. I want to congratulate my boys for a

great season and want them to work harder going

forward so they can reach the next level of soccer.”

From the opening kick-off  it was obvious the Magic

were trying to feed Gutierrez the ball but for the first

20-minutes of the contest, Campton’s Sean Miller did

a solid job of marking the Magic scorer. At the 20-

minute mark Gutierrez was able to get behind a pack

of Campton defenders to knock in his first score.

“Michael has developed a lot in the last two years,”

said Radoncic. “He is growing into a real athlete and

soccer player. He had a great State Cup. If he keeps

going the way he is, he will have a great soccer 

future.”

Five minutes later Kevin Penarrieta placed a ball 

perfectly to a streaking Gutierrez for an easy touch to

the bottom right of the goal and a 2-0 Magic lead.

At the

start of

the sec-

ond half,

Camp-

ton’s

Jonathan

Acevedo,

Matthew McCullough and Thomas Cooper looked to

increase the pressure on Magic keeper Jose Castillo.

Despite Campton’s aggressiveness, Castillo and his

defensive backline of Jose Gonzalez, Jonathan

Sanchez and Sebastian Ziaja stayed strong.

“Our defense played great,” Radoncic said. “These

boys have been together since they were U8’s and

they read the play very well and cover space very

well too. Jose helped a lot today by talking to the

boys from the back.”

At the 40-minute marked Cooper looked to cut the

lead to one but his shot off a free kick sailed wide

left, preserving the shutout.

“We played Campton a few times and they have an

organized defense and mid,” said Radoncic. Our

strategy was to put pressure on them from the first

minute and it worked.” 

Gutierrez Leads Magic To 

Under-12 Boys Title

U12 Boys Finalists: Campton United Navy
Jonathan Acevedo, Ryan Albrecht, Thomas Cooper, Joseph DeMarco, Luke Denson, 

Jeremy Jareckyj, Roberto Martinez, Matthew McCullough,  Austin Mereness, 

Sean Miller, Garrett Morgando, Ryan Olson, Steve Owens, Eric Whiteman, 

Mark Winhoffer; Coach: Brian Nail

iU12 Boys Champions: Chicago Magic
Kody Anderson, Matt Bahena, Jose Castillo, Ruben Delgadillo, Daniel Eloyza, 

Jose Gonzalez, Michael Gutierrez, Justin Nedoss, Jake Nunez, Jose Ortega, 

Kevin Penarrieta, Dondi Penick, Alan Salmeron, Jonathan Sanchez, Jacob Swartz,

Sebastian Ziaja; Coach: Bato Radoncic 

Chicago
Magic 

3

Campton
United Navy

0

Under-12 Boys
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2-1 halftime lead proved to be enough scoring

for Sockers FC as they held off a late Team

Chicago Academy Jaguars push to win the Under-12

Girls State Cup Championship.

The second half opened with Team Chicago’s

Rachael Eardman, Jasmine Ruiz and McKenzie

Douglass aggressively attacking the Sockers

defense which held off the early offensive barrage.

As the second half progressed both teams

continually looked to get the ball to their talented

playmakers Samatha Salay for the Sockers and

Guagalupe Anguiano for Team Chicago. Despite their

best efforts, both players were solidly defended by

Douglass and Emma Thomson respectively.

The

games

closing

minute

saw

Team

Chicago

make

one last attempt to even the score, when their keeper

stepped out from the box and  lined up to send a free

kick off a foul towards the Sockers goal. The ensuing

kick sailed just inches over the crossbar, filling the air

with gasps of either relief or disappointment 

depending on which side each fan was cheering for.

Early 2-1 Lead Proves Enough

For Sockers FC Win

U12 Girls Finalists: Team Chicago Academy Jaguars
Guagalupe Anguiano, Alexa Culver, Hannah Davies, McKenzie Douglass, 

Rachael Eardman, Megan Keefer, Madison Lambert, Emma Morgan, Mary Pertile,

Jasmine Ruiz, Allyson Sheen, Erin Tagler; Coach: Joe Moreau 

U12 Girls Champions: Sockers FC
Claire Callahan, Rachel Cedeno, Alyssa Cwidak, Elizabeth Kowalski, Grace Kozurek, 

Maya Lambert, Tessa Langan, Julie Leonard, Katia Novi, Christina Petrillo, 

Samantha Salay, Brianna Suchy, Rachael Swift, Grace Taldone, Emma Thomson,

Kelly Weyhrich; Coach: Ahmed Gad 

Chris Jamrozy,

Illinois Youth Soccer 
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2011 ILLINOIS STATE CUP

U13 Boys Finalists: Sockers FC
Albert Arabik, Andrew Brauner, Chris Cooney, Joseph Davis, Ryan Drum, 

Lucas Geib, Diego Lopez,  Brody Martin, Aidan Megally, Jeffrey Montemayer,

Chibuike Nwachukwy, Alex Ruckstaetter, Daniel Schiller, Brett Schuerg, Patrick Sea-

grist, Scott Shadrick, Ryan Sierakowski, Josiah Veloz; Coach: Ahmed Gad 

U13 Boys Champions: Chicago Magic
Daniel Barbir, Andrew Barrowman, Henry Batinovic, Jalil Blalock, Rashard Boyd,

David Guerrero, Nick Klabjan, Josh Illana, Adrian Macias, Matt Manzke, Brendan

Marz,  Irving Mendoza, Freddy Ortega, Jesus Perez, Carlos Pineda,  Diego Ramirez,

Kendall Stork, Jason Zobott; Coach: Jorge Valle

U13 Girls Finalists: Eclipse Select Tri-Cities
Grace Anderson, Tiffany Clark, Rachel Ehrman, Allison Fullreide, Alissa Gorzak, 

Katie Hansen, Corinne Hildebrandt, Foster Ignoffo, Kelly Jezior, Autumn Maraviglia,

Lauren Muzzalupo, Madison Navarro, Mikaela Niermann, Sonia Ost,  Stephanie Ro-

driguez, Taylor Rohm, Riley Vicha; Coach: Mike Nesci

U13 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select North Black
Janeece Ader, Marissa Bosco, Courtney Coleman, Courtney Daugerdas, 

Eleanor Daugerdas, Abby Dein, Rebecca Kich, Amanda Kowalski, Marissa Krueger,

Hannah Marwede, Shannon Powers, Cassandra Rohan, Ena Sabanagic, Zoe Redei,

Lea Waddle, Jacqui Widmark, Maikal Yamauchi; Coach: Meghan Dames

agic’s Andrew Barrowman came up with the

clutch goal in the 61st minute to win over long-

time rival Sockers FC to take home the Illinois State

Cup Under-13 Boys championship trophy. 

“It is always exiting to play against such a great

team. (They have) a similar style of soccer, they like

to play and not just long balls and run. They have

good players and good coaching staff which make

them our strongest rival,” said Magic coach Jorge

Valle.

Creative play from Magic’s defensive line combined

with heavy offensive pressure earned them an early

goal in the 5th minute. Defender Jesus Perez started

the play with a great chipped ball to Freddy Ortega.

Ortega played Jalil Blalock, who passed around two

defenders back to Ortega.  Ortega gave the ball back

to Blalock powered the ball at the Sockers keeper

and rebounded his own shot, giving his team the first

goal of the game.

David Guerrero was a key player for the Magic in

their win against the Sockers, providing great tackles

and vision to get the ball up the field.  “He is our

holding mid. He wins balls in the middle of the field

and is our first player to start our attack,” said coach

Valle.

In the

22nd

minute

Sockers

earned a

free kick

from 30-yards out where Diego Lopez lobbed the ball

far post.  The Magic keeper initially saved the ball

from going into the back of the net, but the ball

landed right on the foot of Chibuike Nwachukwyy

who was waiting to strike the ball upper 90 to tie the

game.

The Magic continued to put pressure on in the

second half when Nick Klabjan played the ball from

the midfield across to Andrew Barrowman who

finished his chance to break the tied score in the 61st

minute.  “Andrew made a great move in the box and

shot a nice left cross to put the ball in the net and

give us the winning goal,” said Valle.

A minute later the Magic would continue to dominate

in the offensive third when Kendall Stork took a

Magic Top Sockers In A Classic 
Rivalry U13 Title Match 

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

M

Continued On Page 12

aving three teams in the state semifinals is an

accomplishment in itself, but the Eclipse club

managed to put 2 teams into the final match.  In a

game played with a lot of skill for the age group the

Eclipse North squad squared off against Eclipse Tri-

Cities where Eclipse North forward Zoe Redei proved

to be too much to handle for the Tri-Cities defense;

notching two goals in the 4-0 victory. 

“I think not only sending two teams to the final, but

three out of the final four were Eclipse Select Pools

speaks volumes to what we are trying to accomplish

as a club.  The U13 age group is one that is very

deep club wide,” said coach Megan Dames.

In the 21st minute scoring started off of a counter at-

tack when Cassandra Rohan slipped a ball into

Redei, who broke free of her defender and placing

the ball far post for her first tally.  Redei found the

back of the net again with an individual effort 

displaying her physical capabilities by powering past

two defenders and collecting her second goal. 

“Zoe has a huge impact in every game she plays.

Often she will draw the attention of multiple 

defenders opening up other offensive players to

score or, as she did in the state final, she just finds-

the

goal,”

ex-

plained

Dames.

North’s

offensive

attack continued in the 48th minute when Marissa

Bosco played a low driven ball far post where Ena

Sabanajic was waiting for the tap-in.  In the 62nd

minute a play from Cassandra Rohan and Janeece

Ader sealed the win for the North team after Rohan

picked up the ball in the middle of the field and sent it

forward to a streaking Ader, who notched the fourth

and final goal of the match.

Although down 4-0, the Tri-Cities team continued to

put pressure on offensively with crafty combinations

between Alissa Gorzak, Allison Fullreide and Foster

Ignoffo; but were unable to get past North’s strong

defensive play.  Backline players Becky Koch, Ellie

Daugerdas, Abby Dein, Shannon Powers, Amanda

Kowalski, Jacqui Widmark and keeper Marissa

Kureger gave up only one goal during the 4-game

tournament. 

North Squad Wins All Eclipse
Battle For U13 State Title  

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

H
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2011 ILLINOIS STATE CUP

hat-trick by Adrian Roman provided all of the

scoring Chicago Magic needed in a 3-1 win over

Sockers FC in the Boys Under-14 State Cup

Championship. The win gave the Magic the State title

in the three youngest boys’ age divisions, following a

2-1 win in the U13 final match over the Sockers and

a championship in the Under-12 division.

“It is really important to start working in early ages,”

Jorge Valle, Chicago Magic Head Coach said. “That

is the base of any important club. We feel really

proud about the championships and know that we

are on the right track to have the Chicago Magic as a

top club again.

“I can only say that I am really proud about the boys,”

Valle continued. “We played against Sockers a

couple of weeks before for the MRL U14 premier

division championship and we had a painful loss.

After that game I just thanked my players for their

effort and ask them to keep that level for State Cup.

The boys showed a lot of character and that was the

key to the success.”

Roman’s first goal came quickly at the 3rd minute,

when he showcased some magnificent footwork to

break thru the Sockers defense and drive the game’s

first

score to

the far

left of the

goal.

“Adrian

Roman

or "Guero" has been playing really good this year,”

said Valle.  “He's a player with excellent dribbling,

good shot and fast. He is one of our key players.”

Looking to respond right back, the Sockers

aggressively attacked on the next possession

resulting in Christopher Mueller being taken down 5-

yards inside the box, drawing a penalty and a

free-kick. Off the set, Mueller sent a Beckham-esque

curving shot to the left of Magic keeper to even the

score at one-all.

Believing they found a weakness to the left of Lionel

Perez-Lopez, the Sockers’s keeper, the Magic

continues attacking his left slot. This proved to be

wrong as Perez-Lopez stayed strong in goal,

preserving the 1-1 knot for most of the first half

Roman Leads Magic To 3rd 
Illinois State Title of 2011

U14 Boys Finalists: Sockers FC
Frank Bak, Giovanni Ciaccio, Ivan Dragolov, John Freitag, Kou Glaser, 

Adrian Hernandez, Jack Kavanagh,  Mike Kaczor, Liam Kelleher,  Kiel Pederson, Li-

onel Perez-Lopez, Jelani Pieters,  Johnny McArtor, Christopher Mueller, Tyler Rob-

bins, Andrew Schulz, Erik Stammer, Matthew Swift; Coach: Nilton Batata

U14 Boys Champions: Chicago Magic
Fernando Aguirre, Renato Albuquerque, Rubio Austin, Calum Bishop, Tyler Cline, 

Julian Cuellar, Daniel Giraldo, Joseph Jones, Niko Katsinis, Brian Munoz, 

Gaines Nicholas, Adrian Roman, Isaiah Rubio, Elliot Rubio, Nathan Sakevicius,

Ruben Sanchez, Jorge Torrescano, Zayne Willis; Coach: Jorge Valle 

Chris Jamrozy,

Illinois Youth Soccer 
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Continued On Page 12

n a familiar matchup between these two MRL

teams, Eclipse West and NSA battled for 90

minutes to post a 1-1 score; both teams earning PK’s

and converting during regulation.  Eclipse West came

out on top in overtime scoring three goals to seal the

victory for the U14 girls championship. 

NSA seemed quite confident as they took the field,

and their tactic of quick pressure to the ball seemed

to do them a lot of good in the first half.  

In the 28nd minute a miscommunication inside the

box between Eclipse keeper and a defender drew in

NSA forward Emi Yamamoto, who congested the

area leaving the keeper frantic to clear the ball.  The

clearance hit the hand of an Eclipse defender inside

the box earning NSA a PK.  Alyssa Kovatchis of NSA

stepped up to the challenge, sending the ball into the

upper left corner where it could not be touched. 

Eclipse tried to respond with a quick play from Karly

Stuenkel, taking  a 20 yard chance, where the ball hit

the inside post and ricocheting off of the cross bar

and away from the net to keep them scoreless.

Eclipse’s two talented front players Maya Neal and

Kayla McCoy, found themselves stunned against the

hard-nosed NSA defense, anchored by Dannah

Williams.

“In the

first half

when

Maya

and

Kayla

weren't as involved, iIt was frustrating because they

are two skilled players that can change a game. At

halftime our coaches told us we need to play more

direct, playing into the forwards as much as possible

because NSA dominated in the midfield,” said Karly

Stuenkel.

In the second half, Eclipse came out with a burst of

energy as they created an early chance on goal.  On

the other side, NSA play-maker Kovatchis had solid

chances of her own, but still unable to convert.

In the 63rd minute an Eclipse punt was flicked ahead

by Neal to her forward partner McCoy.  McCoy sped

down the field tight with a defender.  As she freed

herself she was obstructed in the box and earned

herself a penalty kick that she was able to get past

2 PK Goals In Regulation Sends
U14 Final To OT, Eclipse Prevails 

U14 Girls Finalists: NSA Jaguars
Abbie Boswell, Lauren Ciesla, Madison Conroy, Paige Filipek, Kelly Kreckler, 

Morgan Kemerling, Alison Kincaide, Alyssa Kovatchis, Jamie Kovatchis,

Emma McCarthy, Breanne Mullins, Lexi Pelafas, Jessica Phillips, Meredith Tunney,

Dannah Williams, Emi Yamamoto; Coach: Bonnie Young

U14 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select West
Kelsey Bogdan, Caroline Brockmeier, Hannah Davison, Olivia Doman, Morgan Egan,

Megan Fitz, Megan Kalkofen, Kayla McCoy, Maya Neal, Lindsey Nippert, Ann Marie

Niro, Elizabeth Parrilli, Aspyn Repp, Kayla Sharples, Karly Stuenkel, Riley Sykes,

Sydney Witham; Coach: Mike Nesci

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer 
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U15 Boys Finalists: Cicero Mayas
Jose Alvarado, Miguel Cruz-Bravo, Abdon Delgado, Alonso Fragozo, Jose Fuentes,

Sergio Fuentes, Jovany Garcia, Omar Guzman, Shawn Herrera, Francisco Leon,

Jesus Martinez, Ricardo Menoza, Joseph Montest, Jose Ochoa, Anthony Salgado,

Emmanuel Salazar, Gregorio Sotelo,

Israel Tovar; Coach: Israel Tovar 

U15 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs Development  Academy
Martin Alba, Devon Amoo-Mensah, James Barkei, Michael Catalano, Lloyd Chatfield,

Drew Donnally, Luca Giovine, Troy Good, Christian Hanock-Berhanu, Erick Karkut,

Jose Lopez, Rafael Macias, John Moderwll,  Vishal Patel, Samuel Reskala, Jacob

Stadelman, Jay Tegge, Brian Wercheck; Coach: Marc McElligott

U15 Girls Finalists: Eclipse Select
Jasmine Adler, Hannah Babjak, Caroline Dempsey, Elizabeth Garrett-Currie, 

Alexandra Hojnar, Katarina Karabetsos, Katherine Koczwara, Sarah Lebeau, 

Carrie Madden, Noelle McCullom, Sydney McGinnis, Jamie Nied, Nicole Niro, 

Wren Osler, Kaitlin Price, Jessica Ritchie, Meghan Sadera, Angela Waddle; 

Coach: Rory Dames

U15 Girls Champions: Sockers FC
Erin Bailey, Rosalia Baldo, Madeline Boutros, Tiffany Brinkman, Kristen Dodson, 

Taylor Fuderer, Gina Giancola, Lauren Gierman, Tori Iatarola, Allison Ingham, 

Catherine Kent, Katie McCurley, Tatum Norton, Maria Petrillo, Mary Rose Pettenuzzo,

Mallory Richardson, Jessica Schmidt, Emily Zahrebelski; Coach: David Richardson

eaturing players and the coach from the 2010

US Youth Soccer National Champion team, the

Chicago Fire Jrs. Development Academy showcased

that championship experience with a 3-0 win in the

Under-15 Boys State Cup title match against the

Cicero Mayas.

Ten players and coach Marc McElligott were

members of the Eclipse Select team that won the US

Youth Soccer National Championship at the U14

level in 2010, and in order to make a run at repeating

as National champions they needed to earn an

Illinois championship.

“The experience of knowing how to play in the big

game and on the big stage was a big help for us all

year,” said McElligott. “We have developed so much

as a team but experience is always a huge factor.”

Michael Catalano, scored his first of three goals on

the day and got the Fire out to a 1-0 lead when he

gained control of the ball inside the box, spun to his

left and fired a line shot to the right of the Mayas

keeper.

“Michael Catalano did a great job for us up front,”

McElligott said. “He was strong and very good at

holding

the ball

up and

linking

with our

midfield.

Scoring

a hat

trick in the Final was brilliant and is always

something special.”

Using their significant height advantage, the Fire

where able to control the run of play for most of the

first half but strong defensive play by Shawn Herrera,

Jose Alvarado, Anthony Salgado and Miguel Cruz-

Bravo of the Mayas continually broke up Fire

offensive runs inside the box.

Jesus Martinez looked to even the score as the first

half clock ran down, but Fire keeper James Barkei

was able to get his hand on and knock the well

placed header off a corner kick over the crossbar.

“I thought the Mayas had some great individual

players who caused us problems at times in the first

Championship Experience Helps
Lead Chicago Fire To U15 Title

Chris Jamrozy,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

F

Continued On Page 12

n the U15 girls championship, Sockers and

Eclipse clashed in this title match with plenty of

exciting play, leading the game into two overtime

periods.  Sockers FC head coach David

Richardson’s daughter, Mallory, stepped up to push

the Sockers with the overtime goal giving them the 3-

2 win.

“This was a hard fought game.  It is a very good,

healthy rivalry; one that is needed and it pushes both

sets of players to have to perform.  Although it was

known that both teams were going to regionals

(through MRL) both teams played as if only one team

was going to move on,” said Richardson

Early in the match Eclipse earned a free kick from 25

yards out. Hannah Babjak took the kick getting a little

help from the wind as it glided into the net, putting

Eclipse up 1-0.

The Sockers tried to respond with an attack of their

own with combination play by Rosalia Baldo and

Lauren Gierman, with a shot that just skimmed the

cross bar.

Playing on the same side, Sockers FC subs Tiffany

Brinkman and Katie McCurley played a pivotal role in

the first

half as

they were

able to

combine

and get

behind

the

Eclipse defense. Brinkman was also able to get a

dangerous long-range shot off that just missed the

frame of the goal. The Sockers team was able to find

a rhythm early using Mary Rose Pettenuzzo, and

discovering the ability to string multiple passes

together without the ball being stolen.

“We try to play good soccer in terms of playing out of

the back and getting sequences together,” described

Richardson.

As play continued there was a discrepancy with the

call that was made as Eclipse defender Wren Osler

got red carded outside of the box for a free kick in

close range to the goal.  While the free kick was

being taken, a yellow card was pulled on an Eclipse

defender on the ensuing kick, which led to a penalty

Sockers Win Intense U15 Girls
Championship Match

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

I

Continued On Page 16

2011 ILLINOIS STATE CUP
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chance from out wide, hitting the post.

Another play from Stork came from his

own awareness on the field when he

flicked the ball with his head to himself—

putting him in the position to take

Sockers keeper Alex Ruckstaetter on

1v1, who made a brilliant diving save

while colliding with the oncoming Stork.

“I would like to congratulate Sockers for

the great effort and for being a great

opponent. And to my players and their

parents, I would like to thank them for

their support and commitment to the

program,” Valle commented.

U13 Boys (Page 8)

exposure but we were also able to stepped

our game and play at a much more

competitive level. The Presidents Cup was 

really a great opportunity for us to improve

ourselves and grow closer together.”

“The Presidents Cup was such a great

experience that I’ve already recommended it

to many friends coaching in other clubs and

to teams in our own club,” said Carrillo.

“Joining the Presidents Cup was the best

decision. It definitely gives every team the

opportunity to compete. I know our parents,

players and myself will never forget it.”

The Girls Presidents Cup is currently

underway, registration for the Boys

tournament, played in spring, is now

available online. For more details go to

Events under the main menu of

www.illinoisyouthsoccer.org 

Presidents Cup (Page 9)

including getting  the best of his next 1-

on-1 match-up against Roman by

making a spectacular diving stop at the

21st minute.

Roman would only be contained for so

long though, as another dazzling solo

run ended with him juking past a diving

Perez-Lopez and sending the go-ahead

score to the back of the net 32 minutes

in.

An intense and physical second half,

saw bodies from both sides flying all

over, sending many players off for ice

packs and many trips onto the field by

the medical staff carts.

The Magic looked to gain a two goal

advantage on their first possession of

the second half, but Mathew Swift

prevented that by backing up his keeper

and kicking a potential score off the

goalline. Calum Bishop, Fernando

Aguirre and Renato Albuquerque started

to gain momentum and confidence as

the second half wore on, leading the

Magic’s offensive attack and providing a

plethora of offensive chances for their

side.

“Sockers is a great team that we

respect,” said Valle. “The instructions to

the boys (for the second half) were

simple, do not forget what happened in

the MRL Championships. After a good

first half, we had a drop and ended up

losing that game. We did not want that

to happen again, and we needed to

keep the intensity until the end.”

Roman’s third goal was set-up by

Albuquergue, who found Roman

streaking into the box for the match’s

final score, placed the ball precisicely in

front of him leading him to an effortless

shot and a 3-1 Magic lead at the 56th

minute. 

U14 Boys (Page 10)

NSA keeper Jessica Phillips. 

The match suddenly turned into a

spectacle of offensive skill, where both

teams battled until the whistle blew, and

the regulation periods had come to a

close with a 1-1 tie.

“When we scored to tie the game

everyone was pumped, yet nervous

going into overtime. The coaches

wanted us to score quick goals and hold

NSA back. The pressure was on, but it

didn't seem to faze anyone,” said

Stuenkel.

Once the first overtime period began,

both teams seemed focused and

determined to put the first goal on the

board. 

Eclipse West was able to absorb the 

advice given by their coach in order to

reach that objective.  McCoy, being a

huge offensive threat herself, also had a

deadly talent: a flip throw.  She used her

skill to chuck the ball to the opposite

side of the box where it plummeted onto

the foot of Aspyn Repp, who powered

the ball into the back of the net.  

This put Eclipse up early in the overtime

period 2-1, but they still had to endure

the duration of the overtime.

In the 108th minute a free kick was

awarded to Eclipse in their own half.

The ball soared up to the top of the 18-

yard-box where Maya Neal was waiting

to challenge.  She captured the 

attention of the NSA’s back line and

goal keeper while managing to flick the

ball over to McCoy, who made a

streaking run and found herself with an

empty net putting her team up 3-1.

Abbie Boswell and Lexi Pelafas of NSA

still remained unwavered as they kept

pressing for a goal.  Boswell provided a

corner that went into the net, but 

unfortunately the wind initially had

carried the ball out of bounds as it hung

over the cross bar, so the goal was

called back.

In the second overtime to seal the lead

for Eclipse West, McCoy had found 

herself 1v1 making her run from half

field.  She ran side by side with an NSA

defender who miscleared the ball into

the back of her own net for the 4-1

score.

“Everyone on the team was so relieved.

We all felt the own goal sealed the deal

for us winning. We all learned that our

hard work in this game really paid off,”

said Stuenkel. 

“Personally, I am glad we learned that

because when games get harder we all

need to think about the NSA game.

From being down 1 to 0 to winning 4 to

1 in overtime.” 

U14 Girls (Page 10)

half,” McElligott said “We had a great first five minutes

of the game and got the early goal, but after that I

thought the rest of the first half was pretty much 50-50

with both teams creating chances” 

In the second half , Catalano, Christian Hanock-

Berhanu and Lloyd Chatfield looked to get the Fire

offense going but the aggressiveness was matched

my the Mayas twin attack of Jose and Sergio Fuentes.  

Not only did the twins seem to ignite the Mayas attack

but corner and set kicks opened scoring chances for

the Mayas but despite getting quality shots and looks

they were unable to convert any of those chances. 

The Fire was able to extend their lead to 3-0 when

Catalano was tripped up inside the box by Jose

Alvarado, resulting in a PK that Catalano converted to

the low right of the goal.

Red and yellow cards against the Mayas resulted in

Cicero having to play two-men down for the duration

of the match, allowing the Fire to control possession

and run out the clock.  

U15 Boys (Page 11)
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n an unexpected turn of events it was goal

keeper Daniel Arteaga stepping up to clinch the

title for the Chicago Fire Juniors in penalty shots,

after their starting keeper was booked with a red card

during regulation play.  His efforts led the CFJ team

to a 4-3 victory against a talented Raiders FC team

out of Lemont.

“I have been watching and coaching plenty of State

Cup finals over the last 6 years and this one was the

one that had the most action. Although both teams

tied the game, there were plenty of opportunities cre-

ated, saves made by outstanding goalies and de-

fenders. Both teams pursued the victory through the

game with consistent attacks, and tactical 

adjustments combined with organized defensive 

systems,” said CFJ coach Santiago Rubio.

During regulation both teams provided very exciting

and physical play. The CFJ starting keeper Justin

Izuchuk Odozor was a bit of an offensive threat him-

self, with his lethal punts serving as quick counter 

attacks for the forward line.

In overtime play, Ricardo Aldape of the Raiders was

awarded a free kick 20-yards from the net.  He bent

the ball past the wall which bounced off Fire’s keeper,

Odozor,

to land

on the

foot of

Alexis

Mon-

teon. He

fired a

shot right back at Odozor for the save.  A collision

after the play lead to a scuffle, in which Raiders 

talented offensive spark plug Ricardo Aldape and

Fire keeper Justin Izuchuck Odozor were both tossed

out of the game with red cards.

After 90 minutes plus two 15 minute overtime periods

filled with plenty of chances for both teams, the game

still remained scoreless as they headed into a

penalty shootout; putting pressure on goal keepers

Arteaga and Andrew Putna from Raiders FC.

“Daniel (Arteaga) has plenty of experience on tough

games. It was so hard to jump on the field without

warming up to play the last 5 minutes of the extra

time before the shoot-out.” 

Arteaga Leads Under-16 
Chicago Fire Jrs To Victory

U16 Boys Finalists: Raiders FC
Jack Alberts, Joshua Aldaba, Richardo Aldape, Ray Bahena, Tony Estrad, 

Jose Garcia, Romo Gonzalo, Javier Guzman, Kyle Hamann, Ulises Hernandez, 

Dino Constantine Karas, Gabriel Martinez, Brandon Medina, Alexis Monteon, 

Connor Nitchoff, Andrew Putna, Rodrigo Salgado, Ryan Schwartz, Johnathan Silver,

AR Smith, Roberto Torres, Coach: Sasha Begovic

U16 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs North Red
Jesus Arenas, Daniel Artega, Arnaud Bataillie, Noah Bloch, Alberto Bustamante,

Keenan Busse, Lorenzo Cortez, Devin Dailey, Nick Defelice, Godman Eseh, 

Ramon Gutierrez, Matthew Hayes, Joseph Hugener, Jose LaBoy, Qudus Lawal,

Justin Izuchuk Odozor, Juandedios Recendez, Frank Rios, Jason Santos, 

Joseph Soldan, Raul Soto, Anton Swarm; Coach: Santiago Rubio  

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer  

I

Continued On Page 28

n the U16 Girls Final four different Eclipse 

players provide tallies in the 4-0 win over

Chicago Fire Juniors.

Both teams possessed a multitude of creative 

offensive players, such as Michelle Mottonen for

Eclipse and Madeline Kennedy for Chicago Fire 

Juniors, who were able to produce for their teams.

In the 22nd minute Michelle Prokof of Eclipse took

advantage of the space she had out wide to get to-

wards the end line and drive the ball over to Summer

Schafer to score.

As Chicago Fire kicked off to start the second half,

Eclipse’s Paige Jarsombeck stole the ball right off the

bat and started a counter of her own along with

Michelle Prokof.  Prokof made her way to the 6 yard

box after she body-faked her defender and placed

the ball in the side net making it 2-0.

On an Eclipse corner taken by Taylor Schissler in the

55th minute seemed as if Lauren Sajewich had a

good look to increase the lead for Eclipse, but Sara

Stankoskey of Chicago Fire worked hard to keep it

out of her own net.For Eclipse, the likes of Michelle

Prokof, Samantha Powers, and Paige Jarsombeck all

worked

well to

read

each

other as

they

made

their way

into the attack.  As for Chicago Fire, Amanda 

Gaggioli put pressure on the back line of Paige 

Bendell, Kara Morway, Alexis Sprague, and Erin 

Holland, who remained solid the whole game.

“Towards the end of the game, I think we started to

lose focus a little bit which led to some defensive 

errors. Erin Holland is the rock of our defense, so

Nesci told her what needs to be done differently. We

were more concerned with just trying to keep 

possession and eliminating any counter attacks that

they may have,” Mottonen described.

With a smart substitution in the second half, it 

resulted in another goal for Eclipse.  When Michelle

Mottonen checked back into the game she quickly

put her mark on the match when she stole the ball

Shutout Win Earns Eclipse
Under-16 Girls Title

U16 Girls Finalists: Chicago Fire Jrs. Red 11
Kaitlin Bucard, Taylor Bucaro, Savannah Carson, Sabrina Cisneros, Kylie Dennison,

Jenna DiTusa, Angelica Dziedzic, Veronica Ellis, Andrew Gaggioli, Holly Gregory,

Ashley Handwork, Natalie Jensen, Madeline Kennedy, Ari Kowalski, Morgan Manzke,

Alyssa Mastroianni, Catie Sherman, Sara Stankoskey,  Rachel Zampa; 

Coach: Steve Berry

U16 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select
Bryce Banuelos, Paige Bendell, Jackie Georgoulis, Bridget Hillsman,Erin Holland,

Paige Jarsombeck, Fiona McKenna, Jenna Miller, Kara Morway, Michelle Mottonen, 

Cristina Mursuli, Samantha Powers, Michelle Prokof, Lauren Sajewich, 

Summer Schafer, Taylor Schissler, Alexis Sprague; Coach: Mike Nesci

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

I

Continued On Page 33
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kick call.  The PK was taken by

Sockers Lauren Gierman, to equalize

the score 1-1.  This put Eclipse down to

10 players vs. 11 for the remainder of

regulation and overtime.

The overtime periods were filled with

high emotions coming from both teams

as both were eager to find the back of

the net.

“With the young players you try to get

them to understand that their

responsibility is to adjust to the way

officials referee the game and in the

end it’s out of their control. We tried to

deemphasize what was going on.

Trying to stay focused on the reaction.

Players have to be the ones who get

out and play the game regardless of

what is happening,” said Richardson.

The Eclipse defense couldn’t seem to

catch a break as another penalty kick

drawn by Rosalia Baldo was awarded

to the Sockers, which Gierman took

again and converted, making it 2-1.

In the second overtime the Eclipse

squad was still not giving up without a

fight.  Hannah Babjak took a corner

and Angela Waddle powered through

the Sockers defense heading the ball in

to equalize the game 2-2.

Katarina Karabetsos received a yellow

card, making it her second of the game,

forcing her to leave the match and

putting Eclipse down two players on the

field.

In the 9 vs. 11 match, Eclipse still held

their own, playing and attacking as if

they were still in full power, but a play in

their defensive half by Sockers Baldo

happened to be a mishit cross that was

lobbed across the box and out towards

the top of the 18.  It was gathered up

by Mallory Richardson--who didn’t think

twice about blasting the ball, and put

Sockers up 3-2 to run out the second

overtime.

“The girls have been around each other

at a young age and their strength is in

the group.  They have  all made a

significant impact in the result that we

got. The love of soccer and their

personal friendships help them make

them better soccer players and led

them to their success,” explained

Richardson.

U15 Girls (Page 11)

people on in the last third. He is one of

the players who never misses a training

and works hard on a daily basis.  We do

believe that Michael made the play and

Kabiru pushed the ball into (the net)

since there was some luck on it,” said an

elated Rubio.

With the remaining minutes of the game

the Academy team tried to respond with

rushed offensive chances of their own,

but Chicago Fire Juniors North played

smart and cautious defense to run down

the clock and hold on to the lead.

“Both teams compete to be the best

team in the state and the best in the Re-

gion 2 since two years ago. Last year

they beat us in the final and this year we

wanted to beat them so badly. This was

the game that we waited for.  We honor

Kabiru's life our success and our

achievement. This group overcame this

tragedy and they worked so hard to

bring him back the trophy. I feel so proud

of them,” said Rubio.

U17 Boys (Page 15)

received a pass from the midfield and

wasn’t closely marked.  

She took advantage by shooting from 14

yards out and placed it far post for the 3-

1 lead.

“During the first half our front players

were more concerned about keeping the

ball and not losing possession. We

talked on the half about what are the im-

portant spaces that we need to attack

and how to get in and Hubly’s moves

worked well at the end for us,” said

Vatchev. 

U17 Girls (Page 15)
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Want To Play?
You can find a complete listing of member

competitive leagues, recreational leagues

& clubs at www.illinoisyouthsoccer.org
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defensive showdown and spectacular goal-

keeping in the closing minutes of regulation,

pushed the Boys Under-18 State Cup Championship

Match to 120 minutes and in the second OT the

Chicago Fire Development Academy was able to

punch in two scores for a 3-1 win over Inter FC 

Select.

“I think it was a case of wearing our opponents down

and eventually finding a way through,” Marc 

McElligott, Chicago Fire Head Coach said. “In the

end, Inter were expending so much energy closing

us down and battling physically that as the game

moved along we gradually started to create more and

more openings. The way the game finished and over-

time started, you got the feeling that more chances

would come our way as the work load was beginning

to take its toll on the Inter players.”

Thirteen minutes into the contest Andrew 

Worthington put the Fire ahead 1-0, a lead that would

remain unchanged for 44-minutes.

The shortage of scoring was not for lack of trying by

either side but rather because of the stellar play in

goal by Quinn McAnaney for the Fire and Jonathan

Remiasz of Inter FC Select. Although not worked

often,

when

called

upon

both

keepers

made

acro-

batic stops when a shot would get thru their 

defensive backline. 

“(Quinn) had a good game,” said McElligott. “I

thought he commanded his box very well.” 

Inter FC was able to even the score and end the

scoring in regulation in the 57th minute when Gabriel

Garcia found the back of the net.

In the 88th minute, the Fire looked to have scored

the game winner but offside nullified the would-be

winning score, sending the game to two 15-minute

overtime periods.

Neither team was able to gain any momentum in the

first overtime but in the second the Fire seemed to

Fire Outlast Inter FC In 
Defensive Championship Match

U18 Boys Finalists: Inter FC Select
Jesus Arciga, Michael Bradley, Frank Brown, Alexis Cruz, Matt Dargis, 

Genaro Delgado, Lukas Duda, Sigifredo Esparza, Gabriel Garcia, Victor Garcia,

Kevin Heington, Tom Lojek, Pedro Mendieta, Ryan Neilan, Dillon Olson, 

Eric Quintero, Jonathan Remiasz, Brandon Sabanov, Justin Skender, 

Kevin Szubrych,  Hector Valencia,  

U18 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs Development Academy
Noah Anthony, Keegan Balle, Brandon Brown, William Butler, Tyler Gill, Jacob Irwin,

Matthew  Iwaniuk, Patrick Kaindl, Quinn McAnaney, Sean Mogan, Omel Perchatsch,

Mike Pizzello, Patrk Ruta, Horacio Sanchez, Tyler Stenzel, Ryan Tarter, Maurice

Watkins, George Vinihakis, Andrew  Worthington; Coach: Marc McElligott

Chris Jamrozy,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

A

Continued On Page 19

he Eclipse defense provided much of the fire

power for the team, displaying offensive ability

as well as defensive talent to help Eclipse with a 3-1

win in the championship match at the U18 level.

“The semifinals and finals of State Cup have always

been a challenge for us every year because we

always end up playing FCX,” said Eclipse defender

Gabbi McArtor.

Early in the match Eclipse earned a corner which

defender Sam Scofield put away to help capture the

lead in the 2nd minute. 

FCX tried to respond with Kristin Abruscato being

able to get a shot off from twenty-five yards out that

just hit the cross bar. Pressure continued for the next

20 minutes with FCX getting into the offensive third,

where they were able to run at the back line.

Unfortunately, they were unsuccessful in finding the

net.  FCX were able to find feet in the middle of the

field, but were having trouble connecting with front

runner Emily Hyde.  Wide midfielders Dana Nelsen

and Morgan Stachura did most of the attacking

against the Eclipse’s defense, but McArtor remained

solid as she served dual purposes of stealing the ball

and penetrating up the line once she won it.

“We 

really

focus on

building

out of

the back

and

getting as many players as we can to attack.

Because we have a very athletic back line, we like to

include the outside backs in a lot of the plays by

passing it to one of our midfielders and making runs

down the planks,” said McArtor.

In the second half McArtor was able to provide the

assist for Kathleen Dunaway’s goal in the 32nd

minute.  McArtor took on two defenders and crossing

it deep into Dunaway, who just put her body on it as it

bounced into the net. 

“Normally when I have the ball, I'll either look to play

one of the forwards in early or take the ball to the end

line and hope to serve a ball to our forwards and

midfielders in the box,” McArtor said about the goal.

In the 51st minute Nicole Sebo dribbled from the midfield

Defense Key In Eclipse Select’s 
Under-18 Girls State Title

U18 Girls Finalists: FCX North Black
Kristin Abruscato, Taylor Connington, Rachel Didier, Amanda Filian,

Elizabeth Flerlage, Sarah Fox, Jennifer Freeman, Emmelie Hirdos, Emily Hyde, 

Siobhan Klinkenberg, Dana Kopp, Elise Kotsakis, Nicole Leginski, Kelly Mahoney,

Dana Nelsen, Kelly Pedersen, Stephanie Pouse, Linday Puppolo, Allie Simon,

Morgan Stachura, Alexis Tice; Coach: Stuart Peek  

U18 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select
Jaclyn Alyinovich, Nicole Amari, Muriel Battaglia, Michaela Berman, Haley Cooper,

Lindsey Daly, Kathleen Dunaway, Sarah Gorden, Darcy Hargadon, Alexia Krause,

Gabriela McArtor, Kelly Price, Samantha Scofield, Nicole Sebo, Georgia Waddle,

Georgiana Wagemann, Megan York; Coach: Mike Nesci

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

T

Continued On Page 32
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U19 Boys Finalists: Bartlett Hawks
Carmelo Abate, Eric Ayala, Raymond Azzolini, Chris Baumann, Alexander Bush,

Daniel Giera, Eric Kennebeck, Alexander Ortiz, Pat Paparella, Ryan Piszczek, 

Tyler Piszczek, Max Premak, Brian Roman, Thomas Russo, Charles Sordini, 

David Wade, Cody Wanders, Marino Zaccaro; Coach: Leonardo Abate

U19 Boys Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs
Mitch Albrecht, Enzo Berrini, Scott Davis, Ryan Dodson, Tyler Engel, 

Michael Enghoffer, Nate Esler, Arturo Garza, Connor Holloway, Scott Lakin, 

Brian Lunar, Oliver Mayer, William McGuiness, Jesse Ortiz, Tom Serratore,

Joey Tennyson, Sean Totsch, Wojciech Wojcik; Coach: Sole Antonijevic

U19 Girls Finalists: Hawthorn Woods Elite
Kelly Brait, Haily Chmela, Margaret Eisenhuth, Tara Ellis, Janelle Flaws,

Katie Gratzianna, Rycke Guiney, Taylor Heatherly, Amy Johnson, Nicole LaPetina,

Deanna Libricz, Lauren Parkin, Megan Pawloski, Selby Polley, Danielle Romano,

Alexa Rowe, Stacey Sanders, Sarah Stauner; Coach: Tom Chmela

U19 Girls Champions: Eclipse Select
Erin Dees, Lynn Froetscher, Chelsea Grant, Alexandra Heller, Kelsey Hough, 

Ariana Kulinczenk, Vanessa Laxgang, Kecia Morway, Maggie Murnane, Shayla Mutz,

Alexandra Neal, Kayla Paoulos, Christine Patterson, Erin Pekovitch, Katie Uyenishi;

Coach: Rory Dames 

ichael Enghoffer and Wojtek Wojcik combine

for two goals each helping Chicago Fire

Juniors with their 6-0 win over a young Bartlett

squad.  

“The success of our team is a result of the boys

being together for a long time.  They have a good

understanding of the game and there is a lot of talent

with this team.  The Hawks showed a lot of quality

and were well organized.  They focused on

defending and had a lot of players behind the ball,”

said head coach Sole Antonijevic.

Scoring started quick in the first half for CFJ.  After

the Hawks defense stepped up their line, Michael

Enghoffer broke free of the defense. This brought

Hawks goalkeeper, Alexander Busch, to make a

questionable challenge in the box, resulting in a

penalty kick for CFJ.  The penalty kick put them up 1-

0 after Enghoffer converted the chance.

The next CFJ goal was a direct result of hard running

by Scott Lakin who ran at a quick pace down the end

line to slot a ball across to a speedy Scott Davis to

blast it in.

Bartlett had some attacking spur of their own with

high

pressure

from

Charles

Sordini

forcing

his

defender

to bobble the ball right to his feet.  He then lofted the

ball back post to a diving Carmelo Abate, nearly

missing the net.

Marco Gutierrez tactfully weaved in and out of a few

players on the outside, driving towards the end line

and managed a slotting pass across to Davis  to put

CFJ up 3-0.

“The boys worked really hard offensively.  They were

able to connect with each other very well and kept

moving off the ball,” Antonijevic exclaimed.

For CFJ, the hard-running and physical Wojtek

Wojcik was the target of his teammates up top on

most occasions, and it was the big front-runner who

would create a lot of the offensive play.  But with CFJ

Offensive Attack Leads Fire Jrs
To U19 State Cup Win

Carly Samp,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

M

his U19 girls title match was filled with faces

that were familiar with each other.  Players on

Eclipse and Hawthorn Woods have been battling

against each other in events such as The Disney

Tournament, MRL, US Youth Soccer’s National

League, US Youth Soccer Regional tournament, and

have met in State Cup Championship games over

the years. As a “last hurrah” for the clubs, Eclipse

came out strong with a 5-1 win.

“We've played Hawthorn Woods (formerly Ela)

almost every year in the State Cup final and it’s

always a close game. When you play a team so

many times, each time it gets harder to play them.

We were a little nervous, because coming back from

college, some of us weren't ourselves and we had

been playing with different teams,” Eclipse defender

Chelsea Grant said.

Scoring started in the 9th minute when a cross sent

into the box was challenged by Lynn Froetscher who

was brought down by a Hawthorn Woods defender,

earning Eclipse a penalty kick.  Vanessa Laxgang

stepped up to the mark, tucking the ball into the net

for the 1-0 lead.

“Once we got the first goal, I knew we were back to

ourselves. Our team has been together for 9 years

and we

wanted

our

summer

run to go

on as

long as

possible

because this was our last year in State Cup,” said

Grant.

With their first goal out of the way, Eclipse seemed to

be too dominant on both sides of the field for the

Hawthorn team.  Eclipse struck again in the 15th

when Alex Neal sent a crafty in-swinging bent ball

from out in the wide channel to Maggie Murnane who

strategically headed it to the corner.  NSA keeper

Lauren Parkin was unable to reach.  

In the 19th minute Laxgang slipped a ball out wide

into Neal, sending another brilliant ball back post to

Ariana Kulinczenko to put it away.

“Alex (Neal) had some great crosses in this game.

We’ve been encouraging her to use her abilities to

bend the ball in.  As a team we have players who are

strong in the air, so that helps us,” Grant said.

Eclipse Offense Too Much For
Hawthorn Woods 

2011 ILLINOIS STATE CUP
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Carly Samp,
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U18 1st Division West Blue Champions: FC United Select
Trevor Adams, Alex Bice, Fernando Camacho, Tim Daniels, Jason Hareza,

Devin Moore, Kevin Murphy, Conor O’Donovan,  Aaron Ogunro, Matt Payne,

Andrew Piotrowski, Matt Rosen Granger Sheppard, Matt Spicer, Josh Urban,

Matt Vechitto, Ryan Ybarra, Przemyslaw Zabielski;Coached: Tim Daniels & 

Tim McBride  

U17 1st Division West Blue Champions: FC United Select
Nick Abel, Franco Alcocer, Justin Andrada, Voyo Gabrilo, Aaron Grinell, 

Frantz Jacques, Sam Kaplan,  Branden McGarrity, Ian Mulmat, 

Chris Neuhaus, Nick Popa, Jake Savino, Andrew Sloan, Kyler Sullivan, 

Isaac Sutton, Thomas Villamil, Patrick Webb, Matthew Zussman; 

Coach: Frank Mateus                                                         

U18 Premier Division Blue Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs Dev. Acad
Noah Anthony, Keegan Balle, Brandon Brown, William Butler, Tyler Gill, 

Jacob Irwin, Matthew  Iwaniuk, Patrick Kaindl, Quinn McAnaney, 

Sean Mogan, Omel Perchatsch, Mike Pizzello, Patrk Ruta, Horacio Sanchez,

Tyler Stenzel, Ryan Tarter, Maurice Watkins, George Vinihakis, 

Andrew  Worthington; Coach: Marc McElligott

! NSA Rebels Red

! Palatine Celtic Select

! Strikers FV 94 Premier

Teams earn the right to compete in the MRL

based on play within their own State

Association‘s competitions (thus receiving

State Association approval); and must exhibit

the level of play necessary to compete at the

regional league level (review and approval of

teams by the MRL). Not all teams that apply

are accepted into the MRL. 

Teams from Illinois must compete in an

Illinois Youth Soccer division of an affiliated

league and be registered with the IYSA in

order to apply for MRL inclusion. In order to

be considered for the 2012 Fall MRL season

teams must contact Jonathan Orlicz to obtain

a team application at 847-290-1577 or

odp@illinoisyouthsoccer.org. MRL Champions (Page 30)

NO PICTURE AVAILABLE: U17 First Division Blue Champions: Chicago Fire Jrs
Lizzy Akre, Sam Bathurst, Kristin Bronersky, Kylie Dennison, Katie Drewno, Megan Effner, Darcy Egan, Amanda Gaggioli, Amy Hipple, Hayley Hosper, Kate Johnson, Gina Maddi, Rachel Marczewski, Ally Mastroianni, Autumn Muckenhirn, Grace Perkowitz,

Abi Small, Sara Stankoskey, Caitlyn Summers, Megan Szubert, Erin Wren; Coaches: Steve Berry, Trey Bradberry

The Fire attack continued in the second half.

At the 59-minute mark Michael Catalano

leveled the match and three minutes later

Hanock-Berhanu scored the game winner for

the second straight game. 

“I thought Christian was outstanding for us,”

McElligott said. “Anytime you score the goal

that puts you in the National Championship

game and then score the game winner in the

National Title game, you’re playing a vital

role. Christian elevated his game to another

level at Nationals. He battled when we did

not have it and was a constant goal threat.”

Brian Werchek knocked in a long-range shot

to secure the win with a two goal advantage

and the final score of 3-1.

“I could not be prouder of the final, not just

because we had won back-to-back National

titles but because of how we did it,”

McElligott said.  “Against a very strong and

very physical team we controlled and

dominated the ball all night after the initial

first 10-minutes and showed great patience

and composure. When I look back to what

an amazing achievement it was in winning

last year it always brings a smile. Now to

look back on back-to-back titles is just

incredible, but what is most pleasing is how

we have developed and progressed so much

as a team.”

While the Fire was looking to win two straight

at the US Youth Soccer National

Championships, NSA Premier Fury was

looking to avenge previous disappoints

including 2010’s run that ended in group play

after the Fury had won the US Youth Soccer

National League. 

It was again thru their play in the National

League that NSA qualified for the National

Championships and the team was eager to

hold some championship hardware after

falling at State Cup and Regionals. They had

also gotten a positive boost in health as they

had played thru most of State Cup and

Regionals with few 100% players.

“We have been working towards the goal of

being National Champions for such a long

time, it might sound strange but it was sort of

a relief,” Jordan Ginther, NSA’s goalkeeper

said. “We were really struggling with injuries.

We had maybe seven strong players going

into both State Cup and Regionals. Our

coach Rade Martinovic felt confident that

with the right amount of intense training and

focus we could reach our goal, and we did.”

The first step towards reaching that goal was

beating St Louis Scott Gallagher. Zoe Swift

got NSA out to an early 1-0 lead with a score

in the 7th minute and from there on SLSG

could not contain the Fury. Swift added

another score 31 minutes in while Corinne

Harris also scored twice and Christina

Ordonez and Jennifer Korn once in the 6-0

win.

“We were confident in everything we had

done up until that game and we ready to see

if the preparation had paid off,” Ginther said.

“St Louis Scott Gallagher is an amazing

team and to have underestimated them

would have been a huge mistake. They are a

fast-paced attacking team, but we have a

solid defense.”

Defense became the focus of game two

against NASA 12 Elite of Georgia. After a

scoreless first half, NSA fell behind 1-0 after

halftime.  Christina Ordonez leveled the

score in the 72nd minute and the game

would eventually end in a tie.

Lucky for NSA, that would be the only goal

allowed by Ginther and the defense for the

duration of the tournament.

“I just can’t say enough about our team,

especially our defense,” Ginther said. “I can

honestly say that we have the best defense

in the county. I know it’s a pretty bold

statement but it’s the truth. I think allowing

only one goal against is a perfect example

as to why I believe our defense is incredible.”

An all Illinois contest against Sockers FC in

the final group play match would determine

which team from the “Land of Lincoln” would

advance to the championship. In a match

that proved to be one of the best in the entire

tournament, it took until a PK and conversion

by Korn in the 78th minute sent NSA to the

finals.

“Jen stepped up and nailed it,” Ginther said.

“She’s such a clutch player.”

The finals for the Lauren Moynihan Cup saw

NSA in a rematch against their opening

round opponent St Louis Scott Gallagher,

who they had beaten 6-0 three days earlier.

“It definitely helped that we played (SLSG)

before because we knew what they had to

offer, what kind of game they play and who

their best players were,” said Swift.

As in the initial meeting Swift and Harris lead

the offensive attack and Ginther and the

NSA defense held their fellow National

Leaguers scoreless for a 2-0 win.

“Scoring the first goal of the Championship

was a great feeling,” Swift said. “It was a big

weight off my shoulder because once we

scored the first one I knew we could score

another and get momentum.”

“I feel completely honored to play with an

amazing talented and focused team,” said

Ginther. “Our coach Rade Martinovic put

together this group of girls with talent that

some people dream about and he cares so

much about each one of us both on and off

the field. What an amazing ride this has all

been. We are ready to get back at it and see

what next year brings. Hopefully with a lot of

hard work,a repeat.”

Swift and Ginther of NSA, James Barkei and

Hanock-Berhanu of the Fire were each

recognized for the great play during the

National Championships. Swift and Hanock-

Berhanu were awarded the Golden Boot as

the best field player and Ginther and James

Barkei were honored with the Golden Glove

as the top goalkeepers in their age groups.

Natl. Champions (Page 5)

taking on two players and slipped Megan York through the

box to finish, giving her team the 3-0 lead.

FCX pressed hard to post their first goal when Emily Hyde

pushed the ball out to Kristin Abruscato.  Abruscato

outworked the Eclipse midfield to play the ball up to Elise

Kotsakis, spinning her defender and scoring to put FCX on

the board to end at 3-1.

U18 Girls (Page 18)
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Raetzman & McKune Awarded New ODP Scholarships

ourtney Raetzman and Michael 

McKune were the recipients of two

new Olympic Development Program

scholarships, the Christopher Quon ODP

Scholarship and the Jonathan Spector ODP

Scholarship in Honor of Janet Adkins. These

two outstanding players were honored at the

2011 Illinois Youth Soccer Awards Banquet

on March 4, 2011.

The Christopher Quon ODP Scholarship is

being provided by the foundation of the

same name, started in honor of Christopher

Quon who tragically and unexpectedly lost

his life at the age of 22 in 2009. Christopher

was an ODP participant and had a great

passion for not only soccer but life.   

Because of Christopher’s support of his 

sister Rachel, a standout Illinois ODP player

who now plays at Stanford and is a member

of the U20 Women’s National Team, the

scholarship in his name is awarded to a 

deserving girl in the Illinois ODP. 

“I was honored to be the first recipient of the

Christopher Quon ODP Scholarship,” 

Raetzman said. “It’s always a good feeling

to know you have been recognized for your

hard work especially when you do not 

expect anything.”

Raetzman has been in ODP since 2007 and

has been selected for the Illinois ODP State

teams in each of the year she has

participated. She has also been selected a

Regional Pool player and a National Pool

player each year her age group has been 

eligible for selection. She has made

numerous trips with the National team

including international trips.

“ODP has been a big part of my life and 

soccer development as a player,” said 

Raetzman. “It opened my eyes to so many

possibilities and learning experiences. I

have been able to get a variety of lessons

from different coaches, which helped me 

become more open and versatile in my play,

improve my skills and get a better 

understanding of the game. Not only has it

helped develop my soccer ability, but also

led me to create great friendships with many

people. I have friends that I have met

through all the different camps and events,

that I still keep in touch with today.”

The Elk Grove native will attend the 

University of Kentucky and hopes to 

continue earning her way up the ranks of

US Soccer ultimately making the Women’s

National Team.  In addition to her soccer

goals, Raetzman also plans to be a physical

therapist “to help others.”

McKune started in the Olympic

Development Program in 2006 and has

been selected for the Illinois ODP State

Team each year he has participated. In

2008, the first players in 1995 age group

were eligible, he was identified as Regional

Pool player. His efforts at Region II Camp in

July helped the 1995 Illinois ODP team win

the ODP Midwest Regional tournament and

earn a spot in the ODP National 

Championships. 

“It is a huge honor to get a scholarship from

Jonathan Spector, because he has done so

much already in his soccer career and it

feels good to receive such an honor from

him,” McKune said. “Hopefully I will meet

him someday and get advice about soccer

and off the field things.”

Spector, a former Illinois Olympic

Development Program standout and current 

Birmingham City and US National Team 

defender, was eager to provide a 

scholarship so that another Illinois player

could get the opportunities he received as a

standout Illinois players.

“I wanted to offer this scholarship because

playing soccer, particularly through the

IYSA, has given me various opportunities

and opened many doors in my life that I may

not have otherwise experienced, and I want

other individuals to be able to enjoy the 

opportunities and share the experiences I

have had,” said Spector. “The Olympic 

Development Program gave me a lot as a

player. It gave me the opportunity to 

compete against the best players in my

state, region, country and ultimately the

world. I received some of the best coaching

available and I still keep in contact with

many of the coaches I learned from. I also

made a lot of close friends and I look back

at my time in the program with a lot of happy

memories and view it as an important 

stepping stone to where I am today.”

McKune echoed many of the same 

sentiments about Illinois ODP, which has

opened some doors to opportunities that

otherwise may not have been available to

the Cary resident.

“ODP has helped me get advice from many

great coaches at both the state and regional

level,” said McKune. “I have been able to

compete at such a high level playing against

some really talented soccer players my age.

It helped my understanding of which areas 

of my game I needed to improve on.”

The Spector scholarship is in honor of

longtime Illinois ODP Coordinator Janet

Adkins, who passed away in 2011 after a

battle with a rare but aggressive form of

brain cancer, Glioblastoma.

“Janet has been a big part of the Illinois

Youth Soccer Association,” Spector said. “I

remember her from my time in the program.

Her commitment and dedication to IYSA is

what makes the organization so special. The

scholarship seemed like a great way to

honor her and all the time she sacrificed to

better the program.”

“It felt amazing to get the Spector 

Scholarship in Honor of Janet Adkins 

because I know how much she has done for

Illinois ODP,” McKune said. “It is good to see

people acknowledge all the work she had

done.”

Raetzman and McKune were selected for

their scholarships based on the 

overwhelming achievement in the following

criteria: 

! Outstanding ability on the field  

! Commitment to the ODP process 

! Excellent work ethic and attitude 

! Leadership qualities  

! Financial need 

The 2012 recipients, will be announced

soon and honored at the 2012 Illinois Youth

Soccer Awards banquet on March 9, 2012.

Courtney Raetzman was presented the Christophers Quon ODP Scholarship by David Quon, Christopher’s father 

Chris Jamrozy,

Illinois Youth Soccer 

C
“It is a huge honor to

get a scholarship

from Jonathan 

Spector, because he

has done so much 

already in his soccer

career and it feels

good to receive such

an honor from him”

-Michael McKune

Recipient of 2011 Jonathan Spector ODP

Scholarship in Honor of Janet Adkins

from her defender at the 18 yard box and didn’t think twice to hit it to the far post

for the 3-0 lead.

“Before I went in, I just remember (Mike) Nesci specifically told me I needed to

score. Summer Schafer and I are the "fast" forwards, so we always look to make

runs that will get us behind the back line,” said Mottonen.

A rush of Eclipse attack at the 71st minute was successful when Taylor Schissler

came out from her defensive end with the ball and bumped it up to Lauren

Sajewich.  Sajewich had posted up on her defender with her back to the goal,

turning and shooting far post to cease Eclipse scoring at 4-0.

“Having four different players scoring for us shows how deep our team is. We

have so many skilled and versatile players that the line-up could be different for

every game but it wouldn't affect us in a negative way. The fact that there is so

much 

talent on our team always makes for competitive practices because everyone is

competing for a starting position. I feel very fortunate to be on such a talented

team,” said Mottonen.
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